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The agent scoots into a restaurant

booth. A rip in the seat hides a
message. He checks for one every
Monday. Same booth, same rip.
But the agent looks different each
time. Last Monday, he dressed as a
young Marine. He had a uniform and
mustache. Today, he’s a plump banker.
His padded suit makes him sweaty.
Next time, he’ll be an old woman
who walks with a cane.
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Top Secret
Spy missions can be dangerous.
Agents might need disguises to hide
their identities. They must walk
around without their enemies catching
them. Spies use many techniques to
blend in. So can you!
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Sometimes spies just need quick,
simple disguises. They only need to
hide their features. Hats, coats, and
glasses work well. People can’t see their
important features, such as hair and
eye color.
Spies avoid flashy disguises. The last
thing they want to do is draw attention
to themselves.

t out some
Find a few hats and glasses. Ge
ats. Find
thick hoodies or borrow some co
tures but
a combination that hides your fea
st disguise.
doesn’t stand out. That’s the be
identity.
Throw it on to quickly hide your
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